About Operation Hope Foundation
Operation Hope Foundation (OHF) was founded by businessman Robert Kee and registered as a Singapore charity in 2001.
It was started in Cambodia where it runs several programs for the community to help poor children, rural youths and destitute villagers.
Its programs include a children home, training centre and community programs that builds houses, wells and toilets. It has expanded to
Nepal and supports a children home.
In response to the earthquake, we investigated and found that using empty rice bags are an ideal way to build house due to the cost of
transporting construction materials like bricks up to the mountain villagers. The rice bag houses have the following advantages: 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Low cost. Since there is no need to transport thousands of bricks up the mountain.
Earthquake resistant due to its load bearing walls made of rice bags filled with soil.
Cool in summer and warm in winter due to the thermal insulating effect of the rice bags.
Can be built without skilled masons
Design is flexible and expandable
Approved by the Nepal Government Department of Urban Development and Building Construction (DUDBC – E.B.-8.1) for
victims of earthquake

OHF has since 2015 built 114 rice bag houses in Nepal.
For more information on our work, please visit our website at: www.ohf.org.sg
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Rice Bag House Building Guide
Model: DUDBC E.B.-8.1, Earthbag Masonry
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Part 1: Introduction
1.1 What is Rice Bag House?
Rice Bag House, (also known as Earthbag House / Sand Bag House), uses rice bags that are filled with soil to form the
walls of the house. As soil is readily available, villagers only need to carry empty rice bags (as opposed to bricks). Barbed
wires are used at every layer to hold the rice bags together making it very safe. The rice bags are covered with chicken
wire and plastered with cement/mud. This will prevent rats from biting through the rice bags.
Quoted from DUDBC:
“Earthbag technology is a simple, inexpensive and sustainable method for building structures using ordinary soil found
at construction site. The technology consists of Polypropylene bags filled with locally available soil, laid similarly to
masonry with barbed wire serving as a mortar and provides tensile as well as shear strength.
The featured design of Earthbag technology EB 8.1 consists of single storied structure with two rooms. The wall system
uses Polypropylene bag filled with soil whereas CGI sheet is used for covering the roof along with wooden rafters and
purlins.”

1.2 What are the Benefits of Rice Bag House?
The Benefits of the RBH includes:
- Earthquake Resistance
- Low cost. Cost varies from 1 to 3 lakhs depending on size, type of roof etc.
- Better than using stones and mud as villagers cannot afford to transport bricks up the mountain.
- Do not need skilled masons and building method can be quickly learned by the villagers.
- Provides thermal insulation from hot and cold weather.

Part 2: Planning to Build Your Rice Bag House
2.1 How much space do you need?
If you follow the model in the DUDBC catalogue under E.B.-8.1, you will need a flat land of 9mtr x 7mtr. However, space
can be changed to suit local conditions.

2.2 How much money do you need?
Cost is estimated at 2 to 3 lakhs based on the DUDBC design. This assumes soil and unskilled labour is free as villagers
should provide the labour and soil is available on site.
What is needed is at least one carpenter and perhaps an assistant to construct the roof.

2.3 How much time and manpower do you need?
5 normal workers, 2 carpenters for roof. Time about 7-10days.

2.4 What tools do you need?

1.Water Hose to Spray water when soil is too dry
2.Grub Hoe to Dig Soil
3.Shovel to Dig soil
4.Buckets to fill soil into rice bags
5.Plastering Tools to make cement smooth
6.Tampers to pack and flatten rice bag.
7. Spirit Level to make sure house is build straight
8.String & Wood stalk to mark where to dig and build
9.Wire Cutter to cut stitching wire

10.Metel sheet Cutter to cut roof and aluminium sheet
11.Hammer for nailing
12.Saw for wooding cutting
13.Slider to slide filled rice bags (can use wood plank too)
14.Measureing Tape – 10meters
15.Knife for cutting
16.Chisel to trim wood
17.Thick Wire Cutter to cut Barb Wire
18.Plumb line to make sure wall is straight

2.5 What materials do you need?

1.Rice bag to fill soil and small stones x 800bags
2.Big Stone to lay foundation x 6 cubic meter
3.Cement for wall plaster, bond beam and floor x 25bags
of 50kg
4.Sand for mixing cement x 5 cubic meter
5.Small stones for cement and foundation x 6 cubic meter
(Size: 2-3cm big)
6.Rebars for bond beam and house structure (10mm) x
217.5kg
7.CGI Sheet for roof x 4.2 rolls
8.Wood for roof truss (7.5cm x 5 cm thick) x 2.9 cubic
meter
9.L-plate for door and windows support (15cm x 40cm
Aluminium Sheet) x 22pieces
10. Door with frame, locks and handles x 1
11. Window with frame, locks and handles x 4
12. Soil / Earth x 25.5cubic meter (Free from your land)
Note:
-

13.Barbed wire x 850 meters
14. Chicken Mesh for plastering x 3 rolls
15. Fine Wire Mesh to sieve sand x 1 square meter
16.PVC Pipes w/ Holes* (100mm diameter) x 30 meter
length + 2 Tee Joint + 2 L-Joint + 2 Pipe Caps
17.Geo Textile Fabric for floor x 50square meter
18. Stitching wire to seal rice bags x 7kg
19.Aluminium wire to make U-links (3mm thick) x 45 kg
20.Polyethylene sheet to waterproof floor x 126 square
meter
21.Spiral Nails w/ caps for roofs and L-plates x 208pcs
22. Thick Nails for Roof Truss (size: 10D) x 500pcs
23. Nails for Windows and Door (size: 6D) x 180pcs

Item 16: If you can’t find pipes with holes, buy normal PVC pipes. See Step 20 where we teach you how to make
holes using simple tools.

Part 3: Building Your Rice Bag House
Step 0: Soil Test
Before we start building, check your land to ensure the ground is hard enough for constructing and digging.
The best type of soil for rice bag is around 30% Clay and 70% Soil. We will teach you how to test your soil in the
following:
1)
2)
3)
4)

First, we take a handful of soil and squeeze it tight into a ball.
Next, drop it to the ground.
If it breaks into 2 or 3 pieces = Good soil. If breaks into too many pieces/ scatter / sticky = Bad soil
Add clay if soil too sandy. Add soil if too sticky.

Once you sure of the soil on your land is suitable, you can now start building your Rice Bag House.

Procedures
Step 1: Level the Ground. It must be even and flat everywhere. The size of the land needed is 9 meter x 6 meter.

Step 2: Due to the limited space we have for the house that we are building, we had to put the soil from
levelling into rice bags straight away. (NOTE: make sure the stitching of the rice bags is inside. If not, flip it inside out)
This will help you save time, space and money.

Step 3: We have kept the soil in rice bags as shown in the photo below. (Note: If the soil is not suitable, you may have to
mix with either more sand or soil. Thus, it may not be feasible to fill the rice bag immediately)

Step 4: Once you finish levelling, measure your land again to make sure it is 9 meter x 6 meter.

Step 5: Now we start the proper measurement using Pythagoras Theory using simple steps.

Step 6: Starting from the top-right corner, measure 91.5cm x 91.5cm and put 1 stick. This will be corner #1.

Step 7: Then we measure 7 meter across, and same 91.5cm x 91.5cm from top -left corner and put another stick. This is
corner #2.

Step 8: From #2, we tie a string and measure 8 meter diagonally. Use a pen to mark on the string.

Step 9: From #1, we tie a string and measure the length 4 meter. Use a pen to mark on the string too.

Step 10: Using the 8 meter string and the 4 meter string, we pull them together. When both marks meet,
this is corner #3. Put a stick to mark it.

Step 11: Using same method, we find the last corner, #4.

Step 12: Tie all the 4 corners with a string to form a rectangle. This is the outer perimeter of your house.

Step 13: Next, we find the inner perimeter. Measure 60cm on both side of each corner. Put stick and tie it with a piece of
string. This will be the inner perimeter of your house.

Step 14: Now we measure the buttress (house support). Each corner has 2 buttress the size of 91.5cm x
60cm.

Step 15: We need 2 buttress at the middle, both top and bottom. Measure 3.5 meter and mark your buttress
accordingly. You will have a total of 10 buttress.

Step 16: Once you have mark out the perimeters and buttress for your foundation. You can start digging.

Step 17: The recommended depth for the foundation is 90cm deep. However, it can be shallower or deeper depending
on the hardness of the ground.

Step 18: When the foundation is dug, we put in the Geo fabric all around the wrong foundation. Fix it to
the side of the trench with temporary stick so it stays up.

Step 19: Now we start making the rubble trench. First, we put a layer of big stones all around the trench. Then cover up
the gaps and stones with soil. Lastly, add some water and compact the soil.

Step 20: Pipes are installed in the rubble trench to allow water to drain out. Heat some iron rods and
make holes on the water pipes. The holes must be at least 1cm big, 30 cm apart and on the top, left and right side of the
pipes.

Step 21: The pipes will be lay around the foundation. It is better to have 1 long pipe. But, if your pipe is too short, you
can heat the end of the pipe to make it soft and insert another pipe to make it longer. Add glue to reinforce the joint.

Step 22: To connect all the pipes together, we use T-Joint and Elbow(L)- Joint. On the corners where its
nearer to where the water flows out, we use T-Joint. Inner corners, we use L-Joint. (Note: Where the water flows out
depends on the slope of your land).

Step 23: When everything is ready, we put the pipes into the trench. Use stones / rocks to tilt the pipes slightly towards
the water outlet. The inclination allows water to flow out. Dig away soil and make space for water outlet.

Step 24: For the water outlet, we first make holes on the pipe cap and put them on a water pipe. Then
according to your land size, cut accordingly and join it to the T-Joint inside your foundation. (Note: This is for water to
flow out and prevent soil erosion.)

Step 25: Now we put big stones on both side of the pipe for support. Then use small stone to cover the pipe and level
the foundation. Lastly, add soil and water to compact it. (Note: Don’t put soil on top of pipes holes as it might block it).

Step 26: Use Sticks and String to mark out the Outer perimeter again using same method. (Refer Step 5 –
Step 12). The string will act as a guide for you to build your house and make sure the rice bags are line-up straight.
(Note: You can shift this string up higher as you build your walls higher).

Step 27: Make a Plumb-Line to check that your wall is flat and build up-right. Take a piece of string and tie it to a load.
Put it against the wall. The string should be parallel to the wall. This is to make sure that the walls are built upright and
vertically straight.

Step 28: For the first 3 layers of bags, we fill it small stones. Flip the rice bags inside out to make sure the stitching is
inside. Double bag it (2 layers of bags), and fill it up to 80% with small stones. Use stitching wire to seal it. (Note: Because
the small stones are heavy, we need to use TWO rice bags instead of one.)

How to Stitch a Rice Bag (Important)
1) Roll and fold the top of the rice bag. 2) Use stitching wire, twist and make a knot at one end. 3) Start Stitching.
4) Go round and round. 5) Pull the wire tight. 6) Bend the wire and knot it again.

Step 29: We start laying the rice bags from corners and buttress. Using the perimeter string, make sure it is straight. As
you lay the bags around, you can make smaller / half bag size to fill the gap. (Note: The 1 st Layer is VERY IMPORTANT. It
must be VERY STRAIGHT else your house will not look nice).

Step 30: After every layer of rice bags, we lay barb wire 2 rounds across all rice bags.

Note: It is quite difficult to pull out the barb wire from its coil. You will need 2 people to hold the heavy reel of barb wire
and 1 person to pull and fix the barb wire onto the rice bags. (Note: You can hammer the barb wire into the rice bags /
use big stones to prevent the barb wire from moving around). Wear thick gloves so you will not cut your hand.

Step 31: Once barb wire is laid, we can start 2nd layer of small stone bags. The bags must be staggered. Use smaller or
half bags to achieve this. (Note: Barb wire will tear open your rice bag. Fill up and shift your rice bag on top of a slider.
Once it is adjusted in the correct position, then you remove the slider from below).

Step 32: Repeat the same steps (Small stone bags > barb wire> Repeat) until you have 3 layers and the foundation is
completed. (Note: 1 layer below ground, 2 layer above ground as seen in picture)

Step 33: Once foundation is completed, we can now install the door frames in. The door is place in the middle of 2
buttress. Use Spirit-level to make sure the door is straight (door frame flat, not slanted) and upright (not leaning
inward/outward of house). If door is slanted, use rocks to level it. Use 2 wooden poles to fix it so it won’t move.

Step 34: Now we use two rice bags to support the door. From this layer onwards, we only use soil to fill the rice bags.
Soil bag only need 1 layer of rice bag, not 2 layers. (See previous Step 28 on how to fill and stitch rice bags).
Use tampers and wooden blocks to make the soil bag flat and rectangular.

Step 35: After each layer, we put barb wire like before. (Note: Keep staggering the rice bag > flatten it > put barb wire >
repeat).

Step 36: When you finished the 5th layer (3 layers small stones bag + 2 layers soil bags), we put in
aluminium L-plate to support both side of the door frame firmly. Using Spiral nails with caps, we hammer 6 nails up + 4
nails down. The side of the L-plate will nail to the door frame. (For door, we have 3 L-plates per side, for window, we
have 2 L-plate per side.)

Step 37: Continue to put 2 more layers of soil bags. (Soil bags > Flatten > Barb wire > Repeat). By now, your wall should
be 1 meter tall. We now insert Rebars into rice bags at every buttress, corners and beside the door. The Rebar length is 1
meter. Hammer all the way into the rice bags. (Note: If can’t hammer all the way in, a bit sticking out is fine)

Step 38: Next, we install in the windows. The windows are install in between buttress. The top of your
window frame should be level with the top of your door frame. Use a long plank and the Spirit Level to ensure the height
of the door and the windows are the same. Use Spirit-level to make sure it is also straight and upright before you fix it
with wooden poles.

Step 39: Put 1 layer of soil bags to secure the window frames. Then insert Rebars on both sides of each windows.

Step 40: Continue to put soil bags layers and barb wire. Make sure all the bags are staggered.

Step 41: On the 9th & 12th layer, install L-plates at both sides of each window and door frame.

Step 42: After 3 more layers (Total 2-meter-tall: 3 layers small stone bags + 12 layers soil bags), the rice
bags should level with the windows and door frame. Using spirit-level and plump line, make sure your walls, door and
windows are still straight and upright.

Step 43: On the last layer, no need to put barb wire.

Step 44: Next, we insert Rebars into all buttress, corners, beside door and windows frames, and every 2
feet apart. (Note: Rebar is 1 meter long. Hammer all the way into rice bags.) To make sure rebars that is sticking out will
not get in the way of the roof truss, we insert the rebars zig-zag on vertical side.

Step 45: Prepare 5 pieces of wood plank, 105cm x 2cm thick x 35cm (width of your soil bags). This plank will be nail on
top of all door and window frames to support the bond beam.

Step 46: Next, we cut and bend the rebar to make Stirrups. The Stirrup is U-shape with the size of 5cm x
20cm. Prepare about 140pieces.

Step 47: Next, we measure and cut the rebars accordingly to the length and width of your house (8.5meter x 4pieces +
5.5meters x 4pieces), and place them on top of the rice bags.

Step 48a: Next, we tie the Stirrup onto the rebars using stitching (thin) wire. The Stirrup is 30cm apart.
Use stone / rocks to lift up the stirrup so it will be in the middle of the bond beam when we pour the concrete.

Step 48b: Now we make 8 J-Hook rebar to put over the stirrup. Put it beside your door and windows as per picture
below.

Step 49: Now we install the formwork. This formwork is used to hold the concrete. The wood plank is
20cm high. Use
L-share rebars, nails and wire to secure the formwork. Stuff the gaps with mud/rice bags and wait for it to dry so cement
will not seep out before it dries.

Note: The shape of your formwork is the same shape as your ricebags

Step 50: Next we prepare the concrete mix for the bond beam. The ratio we use is 1 : 1.5 : 3 (e.g 1bucket
cement, 1.5bucket sand and 3 bucket small stone). There should be enough sand to fill up the gaps between small
stones. Add water and stir evenly. (Note: Mix it on a piece of zinc sheet so the cement wont dried on the ground after
mixing)

Step 51: Put the concrete mix into buckets to pour into the formwork. Fill it to the top of formwork (at least 15cm high).
Use plastering tools to smooth the surface.

Step 52: Now we install all the door and windows handle, hinge, lock and glass panel while waiting for bond beam to
dry. (Note: If the door and window you brought comes completed, you can skip this step).

Step 53: Now we start to make roof truss for your house. We need to make 3 wood truss for Left, Centre and Right.
(Note: Wood is 7.5cm x 5cm thick). The length of your roof truss is build accordingly to your house size. Measure the
length of your house, buttress to buttress, and add 10cm longer.

Step 54: You need 4 pieces of wood to make 1 roof truss. If the wood is not long enough, cut a L-Shape and join them
together. Nail then all together with thick nails. (Note: Chisel a U-shape on the horizontal truss so the vertical truss can
sit nicely into it.) See below image for measurement:

Step 55: We add more wood to reinforce the roof truss.

Step 56: When the bond beam is partially dry (after 24hours), we remove all the formwork and place the
roof truss on the bond beam. Use measuring tape to make sure all 3 Roof truss are placed parallel on the bond beam.

Step 57: Make a U-Shape Rebar with one side longer to fix the roof truss on the bond beam. (Note: If the concrete is too
dry, hammering the rebar will crack the concrete. Use a concrete drill to drill a hole through the concrete bond beam
before inserting the U-shape Rebar into the bond beam).

Step 58: To fix the 3 roof truss together, we nail 6 horizontal wooden planks across, 3 on each side. The length should be
long enough for the roof to protect the wall from rain and sunlight. IMPORTANT: You can keep extra 50cm longer on
each side so that you no need to build an overhang at Step 63 & 64. (Note: The CGI roof sheet will be nail onto these 6
horizontal wooden planks later).

Step 59: The prevent the wind from blowing the roof off, we tie the roof truss to the rice bags. Use thick wire (3mm) to
tie the wood to 2 rice bags deep. Use a rod to make a hole through the rice bag first so wire can push through rice bag

easier. Tie on all 3 roof truss. (Note: 1 rice bag is 50kg. 3 rice bags will be 150kg. Your roof will be hold
down by 600kg on each side).

Step 60: From the outer layer, we start to lay the Corrugated Galvanised Iron (CGI) Sheet for roofing. Make sure it is
overlap from outer to center so water will not flow into the house when it rains. Hammer nail every 30cm apart.

Step 61: When the top of the roof is completed, we can move on to the side of the roof. (Note: There is a
gap in the middle, we will close it up in later steps)

Step 62: Measure the area needed to cover and cut accordingly. Nail the sheets on the wooden truss to cover the sides.
Do same for both side of house.

Step 63: Add extra wooden frame at both side of the house to make a roof overhang. This overhang will
prevent the rain from going inside the window and also protect the rice bags from rain and sun.

(Note: Skip this step if your horizontal roof truss is long enough to cover the side of the house with CGI sheet.)
Step 64: Add CGI sheets on the overhang so it can cover the side of the house. Measure and cut accordingly to the size
of the overhang. Do on both sides.

Step 65: To complete the roof, now we cover up the gap in the middle of the roof. With a long piece of
iron sheet. Depending on your gap, the iron sheet must be wide enough to cover the gap and nail into the horizontal
truss beneath, and about 30cm longer than the length of the roof. (Example: 10.5 meter x 40cm)

Step 66: For the walls, we use small stone, mud and water to fill up the gaps between all the rice bags. This will reduce
the amount of cement paste we use later. At the same time, we continue to tamper all the rice bags to make it nice and
flat both inside and outside of the house.

Step 67: Prepare 600pcs of U-links using the 3mm thick wire. Cut length of 20cm and bend it into U-shape.

Step 68: Now we wrap chicken wire against the walls using U-link to fix it. The chicken wire must be very tight and very
close to the rice bags. Use nail to twist the chicken wire tighter at corners of house. Lay it both inside and outside of
house. (Note: For places where you have excess chicken wire, cut it and overlap it so can be nail against the rice bags
closely. Use as many U-links as needed)

Step 69: The sand use for wall plastering need to be very fine. Make a frame for the fine wire mesh and sieve sand
through it to get fine sand. (Note: Use a wood plank to rub the sand against the net to sieve faster)

Step 70: The ratio for plaster is 1 : 4 (1kg cement + 4kg Fine Sand). Add water and mix it evenly together.

Step 71: First we mix some cement with water and pour the mix on the wall. Next we put plaster (2.5cm thick) onto the
wall. It will cover the chicken wire fully. Lastly, we use plastering tool to smooth the surface flat. (Note: If plaster don’t
stay on the wall, put some cement water if wall too dry, or throw some cement powder if wall too wet). Plaster both
inside and outside of house.

Step 72: To make the corners sharp, you can use a rectangle aluminium channel or flat wooden plank and smooth the
corners. Use a brush (dried sticks tied together) and sweep the surface gently to make the wall even smoother.

Step 73: To make your house look nicer, you can make a slope where your roof truss is sitting on the
buttress.

Step 74: When the plastering is done, you can add two nails beside your windows for you to hang your curtains in
future.

Step 75: To cover the gap between the roof and the walls inside the house, we make a wooden L-shape
stand. Using a wooden beam and a wooden plank, measure and cut the length needed accordingly and nail them
together to form a L-stand. Place it on the bond beam and nail it in.

Step 76: Before we plaster the floor, level the ground flat and place polyethylene sheet. Put double layer of Polyethylene
sheet on the floor. It must overlap so that all area is covered.

Step 77: The plaster for floor is a ratio of 1 : 2 : 3 (1Kg cement + 2Kg sand + 3kg small stones). Add water and mix evenly.

Step 78: Smooth the plater all over the floor using wood planks and plastering tools.

Step 79: For doorstep, use 2 wooden plank to make a temporary formwork and pour plaster into it.

Step 80: The house will take 1 week to dry thoroughly. Pour some water over all the plaster everyday and let it dry
naturally. This allows the concrete to set in properly and wont crack easily in future. After 1 week, you house is ready for
painting and living.

Note: If 2 rooms are preferred, you may add wood partition and door in the middle of the house.

Happy Building!

The End -

Part 4: Appendix and Other Resources
4.1 Download link to Step By Step Instruction video & Manual: www.ohf.org.sg/rbh-downloads/
4.2 Owen Geiger Earth Bag House: https://earthbagplans.wordpress.com/ & http://www.naturalbuildingblog.com/
4.3 DUDBC Manual: http://www.buildupnepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/DESIGN-CATALOGUE-VOLUME-II-FINAL.pdf
4.4 Earthbag Building: http://www.earthbagbuilding.com/
4.5 Operation Hope Foundation Rebuilding Project: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gv5ZPNkyJd0
4.6 Operation Hope Foundation: https://ohf.org.sg/nepal-earthquake-rebuilding-project/

